
OFFICIALS’ DUTIES AND UNIFORMS
CLASS 2 REVIEW SHEET

1.  It is recommended _____ or mandatory _____ that the scorer and timer be seated next to one 
another.

2. Prior to the game, when does the officials’ jurisdiction begin? ___________________________

3. The officials should arrive on the court at least _____ minutes before the scheduled starting time
of the game.              

4.  When does the officials’ jurisdiction end? _______________________________________

5.  Each team must be notified _____ minutes before the second half begins.

6.  How does the referee approve the final score when the game is over? ____________________

7.  If the scorer makes a mistake in the scorebook, when can that mistake be corrected? _________

8.  A team must submit its roster and designate its starters _____ minutes before the start of    
the game.

9.  Which of the following situations would warrant an administrative technical foul?  (Circle all that 
apply.)

a. Team A fails to submit its roster and starters 10 minutes before the start of the game.
b. After the 10-minute mark in pre-game warm ups, Team A adds a name to their roster.
c. After the 10-minute mark in pre-game warm ups, Team A changes a team member’s number.
d. Team A has two team members listed in the scorebook with identical numbers.

10. The timer shall sound a warning horn _____ seconds before the expiration of all time-outs, 
intermissions, and intervals of time to replace players removed from the game.

11. The coach has _____ seconds to replace an injured player.

12. When may an official correct timing mistakes? __________________________________________

13. Which of the following items must be deemed illegal? (Circle all that apply.)
a. A cast on the forearm covered with soft padding
b. A hard brace on the elbow covered with soft padding
c. A nose guard, molded to the face, with no sharp edges, intended to protect a broken nose
d. A hard object on the upper arm covered with soft padding
e. A knee brace that is unaltered from the manufacturer’s original design

14.  Assuming A-1 is wearing a home white jersey, which of the following would be illegal? 
(Circle all that apply.)

a. A visible manufacturer’s logo on the jersey
b. A visible manufacturer’s logo on the undershirt
c. A visible manufacturer’s logo on the game pants
d. A blue leg sleeve
e. A visible blue undershirt under the white jersey
f. A blue headband and white arm sleeve


